PRESS RELEASE

Third Session of ERO Board

On 7 February 2022, the Board of Energy Regulatory Office (ERO) held the third (III) session for this year.

In this session, the Board approved the Maximum Allowed Revenues for regulated operators (Transmission System and Market Operator/ KOSTT; Distribution System Operator/ KEDS and Universal Service of Supply Operator USS/ KESCO). The Maximum Allowed Revenues for the Universal Service Supplier USS/KESCO are approved in an amount of €347.15 million, for the Transmission System and Market Operator/KOSTT in an amount of €38.84 million and for the Distribution System Operator/KEDS in an amount of €179.56 million. These revenues will enable operators to perform operating functions in optimal conditions.

The approval of Maximum Allowed Revenues for the Universal Service Supplier (USS) is adjusted for €90 million of the last subsidy of the Government of the Republic of Kosovo, as well as 10 million allocated in January 2022, for electricity purchases for regulated customers.

All decisions of ERO Board will be published on the official website of ERO www.ero-ks.org